This paper derives key equations for the determination of optimal control strategies in an important engineering application. A train travels from one station to the next along a track with continuously varying gradient. The journey must be completed within a given time and it is desirable to minimise fuel consumption. We assume that only certain discrete throttle settings are possible and that each setting determines a constant rate of fuel supply. This assumption is based on the control mechanism for a typical diesel-electric locomotive. For each setting the power developed by the locomotive is directly proportional to the rate of fuel supply. We assume a single level of braking acceleration. For each fixed finite sequence of control settings we show that fuel consumption is minimised only if the settings are changed when certain key equations are satisfied. The strategy determined by these equations is called a strategy of optimal type. We show that the equations can be derived using an intuitive limit procedure applied to corresponding equations obtained by Howlett [9, 10] in the case of a piecewise constant gradient. The equations will also be derived directly by extending the methods used by Howlett. We discuss a basic solution procedure for the key equations and apply the procedure to find a strategy of optimal type in appropriate specific examples.
Introduction
A train travels from one station to the next along a track with continuously varying gradient. The journey must be completed within a given time and it is desirable to minimise the fuel consumption. We assume that only certain discrete control settings are possible. This conforms to the most common situation in railway locomotives. Each traction control setting determines a constant rate of fuel supply. The power developed by the locomotive is directly proportional to the rate of fuel supply and the corresponding acceleration is non-negative. A single brake control gives constant [2] Optimal driving strategies for a train on a track with continuously varying gradient 389 negative acceleration. The train will be controlled using a finite sequence of traction phases and a final brake phase. During each phase the control setting is constant. The points where the control setting is changed are determined by the driver and are called the switching points. Each fixed sequence of control settings and the associated switching points determine a control strategy. For each control strategy there is a uniquely defined speed profile determined by the equations of motion. We will say that a strategy is feasible if the distance and time constraints are satisfied.
We wish to find a feasible strategy that minimises fuel consumption. In specific terms we wish to extend the key equations of Cheng and Howlett [15, 17] on a level track and Howlett [9, 10] on a track with piecewise constant gradient to a track with continuously varying gradient. To introduce the problem and to describe the detailed formulation we have chosen to repeat the relevant discussion from the paper by Howlett [10] . This material is contained in the first three sections.
Applications of the work
The cost of fuel is the most significant expenditure in many large rail organisations. Reduction of fuel consumption using energy-efficient driving strategies is a primary concern in these organisations. The development of a suitable driver advice system is therefore a high priority. The work in this paper is part of a long term project carried out by the Scheduling and Control Group at the University of South Australia. The aim of the project is to produce an on-board advice unit that can be used by train drivers to ensure energy-efficient driving strategies. The Metromiser system has already achieved audited fuel savings of 13% in service with the State Transport Authority of South Australia.
A driver perspective on the problem
To understand the essence of the problem it is helpful to consider a simplified model.
Suppose the locomotive has only three discrete control settings: power, coast and brake. Consider the possible control options for the driver. The strategy must begin with a power phase and follow with alternate phases of coast and power. The strategy must end with a semi-final coast phase and a final brake phase although it is possible that one or other of these two phases could become degenerate. We assume that braking will be used only to stop the train.
The driver can decide the number of phases and the points at which the control setting will be changed.
The nature of the problem is not changed by allowing a greater range of discrete control settings. The driver must decide the precise sequence of control settings and then determine the optimal position for the switching points.
The driver must make these decisions in such a way that fuel consumption is minimised. P. G. Howlett and J.Cheng [3] 1.3. Formulation of a well-posed problem Because the control strategy is restricted to a finite sequence of discrete settings the problem described above is not wellposed. In general there will be no admissible strategy for which the minimum fuel consumption is achieved and hence no definitive conditions for optimality. We overcome this difficulty in the following way. Consider the set of all possible control strategies. We divide the set into disjoint subsets. Each subset is defined by a fixed finite sequence of control settings. There are many different strategies in each subset all using the same sequence of control settings but each one determined by different switching points. To find a feasible strategy that minimises fuel consumption within the given control subset we need to find the optimal locations for the switching points. A strategy satisfying these requirements will be called a strategy of optimal type.
The problem of determining a global minimum for the fuel consumption is then reduced to a comparison of the various strategies of optimal type.
A preview of the new results
We consider the train control problem on a track with continuously varying gradient. In this paper
• we use an intuitive limit procedure to obtain key equations for a journey of optimal type from the corresponding equations obtained by Howlett [9, 10] on a track with piecewise constant gradient; • we extend the methods of Cheng and Howlett [15, 17] and Howlett [9, 10] to obtain a direct derivation of the key equations; • we present a formal algorithm for solution of the key equations and show how this algorithm can be used to determine strategies of optimal type in appropriate specific examples.
Previous research
The train control problem has been studied by a number of authors. There are two widely used models. The Mechanical Energy model was introduced by Milroy [19] and has since been discussed by Howlett [5, 6, 7, 8] , Asnis et al. [1] and Benjamin et al. [2] . This model was also discussed in the recent review paper by Howlett et al. [12] . In this model the applied acceleration is the control variable and the cost of the strategy is the mechanical energy required to drive the train. A continuous range of values is allowed for the control variable.
The Fuel Consumption model was introduced by Benjamin et al. [3] and is based on observations of the control mechanisms for a typical diesel-electric locomotive. The control variable is essentially a throttle setting and the cost of the strategy is the total [4] Optimal driving strategies for a train on a track with continuously varying gradient 391 fuel consumption. In practical terms the important points are the observations that only a finite number of discrete control settings are allowed, that each setting determines a constant rate of fuel supply and that the power developed by the locomotive is directly proportional to the rate of fuel supply. This model has been studied in detail by Cheng and Howlett [15, 16, 17, 18] , Howlett [9, 10] and Howlett et al. [11, 12, 13, 14] . In general terms it is now known that an optimal strategy contains segments of maximum power, speedhold, coast and brake. The segments occur in this order unless disrupted by the effect of significant track gradients. For the fuel consumption model the speedhold segment is replaced by an approximate speedhold segment using a control sequence of coast-power pairs.
3. Mathematical formulation of the problem 3.1. The control strategies To describe the control mechanism we introduce a control variable j . Each non-negative value of the control variable determines a traction control and the single negative value determines a braking control. Let
denote the set of all possible values for j . Let /, be the fuel supply rate corresponding to the control setting j and assume that
Consider a fixed sequence {j (k + l)}*=o,i n of control settings. We suppose that for k < n the index j (k + 1) takes integer values between 0 and m from the set c €. The semi-final phase is a coast phase with j(n) = 0 and the final phase is a brake phase with j(n + 1) = -1. This sequence defines a subset
of control strategies each with n + 1 distinct control phases. We use the real variable x to denote the position of the train and define a partition
of the x-axis, where x 0 is the starting point, {x k } k= \ tl " are the switching points and x n+i is the stopping point. The value j(k + 1) is the control setting on the interval (x k , x k+ ]). The control strategy from the given subset with the above switching points is denoted by ...J. 
where x is the distance along the track, v = v(x) is the speed of the train, r(v) is the resistive acceleration caused by friction, g(x) is the gravitational acceleration caused by the track gradient and H is a constant. We assume that r(0) > 0, r(v) is strictly increasing and that the graph y = vr(v) is strictly convex. We note that in practice we normally use a formula of the form r (v) = a + bv + cv 2 where a, b and c are positive constants. The preceeding assumptions are certainly true in this case. The importance of this assumption is discussed in Section 7. Although Equations (6) and (7) are directly applicable to a point mass train it is important to remark that similar equations with a modified average gradient acceleration can be used to describe a train with distributed mass. This issue is discussed elsewhere by Howlett et al. [11, 12] . It is often convenient to rewrite the equations of motion in the form ax v and dv Hfi K ()
Notation We consider a control strategy S = S({[j (k+l
The length of the interval (x k , x k+ \) is denoted by f t+] and the time taken to traverse this interval is denoted by T* + I. We use the variable £ = (fi, • • • . £ n ) 6 K" as the independent variable. We note that the length f n+1 of the final interval depends on £ and that the nature of this dependence can be determined from the constraint v(x n+ i) = 0. We assume this constraint and the constraint v(x 0 ) = 0 throughout the paper. For the given control strategy the total distance travelled is x(%) = YH=o%k+i and the total time taken is t(£) = YH=o T k+\-We use X to denote the distance between the two stations and T to denote the time allowed for the journey. We write
on the interval (x k ,x k+ i). [6] Optimal driving strategies for a train on a track with continuously varying gradient 393 
Fuel consumption
It is necessary to specify the locations of the variable points {x*}* = i n+ i in relation to the fixed points {/i,} 9 =o,i,2 P +i-Let {?(^)} t> e the essentially unknown sequence with^(O) = 0 a n d^( n + l ) = p a n d w i t h^ e [h qW , h qW+1 ) for each k = 1, 2 , . . . , « . We use v q = v(h q ) and V k = v(x k ) and for each 5 with q{k) < s < q(k + 1) we define
For each q with q (it) < q < q(k + 1) we writê IMI = n *'• Let //, be a non-negative constant. The corresponding energy density is given by £"(«) = -+ r ( v ) (19) and the effective energy density is defined by
Howlett showed that the following conditions on the switching points [x k ] are necessary for a strategy of optimal type. There are non-negative constants A. and /x such that x n < X is a solution to
and in general x k < x t+ i for each k = 1,2,... ,n -2 is a solution to
It has been shown by Howlett [9, 10] that (21), (22) and (23) have a unique solution when the track is not steep. [8] Optimal driving strategies for a train on a track with continuously varying gradient 395
The main results
To explain the main results in this paper it is necessary to introduce some further terminology. For each k = 1,2,... , n and for each interval
and write %{x) = %(x, x k+i ) and $) k = %{x k ). To describe the necessary conditions for a strategy of optimal type we use a notation similar to that used above in the case of a piecewise constant gradient. For each measurable function / : SR + ->• £ft we define the effective value at the point x e [x k , x k+i ] by the formula
In particular the effective velocity "%(.*) is defined by
and we write % = y k (x k ). For each /x > 0 the effective energy density is defined by I.
The following conditions on the switching points [x k ] are necessary for a strategy of optimal type. There are non-negative constants A. and /x such that x n < X is a solution to^M
*"_! < x n is a solution to {*"}-,(*) = £ + *(*.)
and in general x k < x k + l for each k = 1 , 2 , . . . , n -2 is a solution to
It will be shown that these equations have a unique solution when the track is not steep. Equations (28), (29) and (30) will be called the key equations and they can be solved to determine the strategies of optimal type. The equations are derived in Sections 5 and 6.
An intuitive derivation of the main results
In this section, we will describe an intuitive derivation of the main results. For each k = 1,2,... , n and for q(k) < s < q(k + 1) it is easy to see that
where 
and hence
Now since 
The key equations (28), (29) and (30) are now obtained from (21), (22) and (23) using the above limit procedure.
Lagrangian function and Kuhn-Tucker equations
Define a Lagrangian function of the form [10] Optimal driving strategies for a train on a track with continuously varying gradient 397
where k, \x and are the Lagrange multipliers. To find the strategy of optimal type for the given sequence of throttle settings we apply the Kuhn-Tucker equations 
If we weaken the equality constraints to read A:(|) > X and f(f) < T then we can also guarantee that k, /x are non-negative. It is intuitively obvious that the weakened problem has the same solution. Although the application of the KuhnTucker equations is elementary in principle, the detailed calculations are complicated. The basic formulae for the relevant partial derivatives are given in Appendix A.2. An essentially inductive argument is used to simplify the equations. An outline of this argument is given below. The details are tedious and similar to the details of a corresponding argument in Howlett [9, 10] and are therefore omitted. For convenience we will use the notation
for each k = 1, 2 , . . . , n -1. The equation can be simplified to give
When the equation P. G. Howlett and J. Cheng [11] can be combined with (43) and (45) to obtain
If we assume that Therefore the hypothesis is established for h = k. We can now deduce that (50) is valid for all k = 1,2,... , n -2. It is a straightforward matter to show that (43), (45) and (50) can be rewritten in the equivalent forms (28), (29) and (30).
An algorithm for solving the key equations
For a given journey there will be a strategy of optimal type associated with each fixed value of n. Although fuel consumption decreases as n increases it seems that in practice we can obtain highly efficient strategies for very small values of n. This issue is discussed in more detail by Cheng and Howlett [16, 18] and Howlett [9, 10] .
We suppose that the control sequence [j(k + l)}*=o,i n is given and that we seek a strategy of optimal type from the subset «5^({y (k + l)}*=o,i n ). Following the work of Cheng and Howlett [16, 18] we assume that n is even and that if k is even if k is odd for k < n. In this regard we note that it has been shown by Howlett [9, 10] that any time interval of non-negative measurable control can be approximated as accurately as we please by a sequence of alternate coast and power controls.
To find a strategy of optimal type we must solve the key equations. To do this we need to understand the nature of the functions involved. We assume for the moment that X and /J, are known and we calculate the positions of the switching points in reverse order. We assume that the track is not steep. That is, we assume that as x increases v(x) increases during each power phase and decreases during each coast phase. We also assume that g(x) = 0 for x £ [0, X].
During the final phase v(x) decreases as x increases and hence from the formula dx e we see that the expression l/V n (x) increases as x increases. There is therefore at most one point, x = x n , where (28) is satisfied. We use an appropriate numerical scheme to find v = v(x) in the region x < X from the differential equation
dx with V n+ i = v(X) = 0. We can now calculate y n (x) and hence find x = x n < X and V n = v(x n ).
During the semi-final phase v(x) also decreases as x increases. Thus from the formula £ £ (54)
and from Lemma 1 in Appendix A3 we see that the expression {<£>}"_!(x) increases as x increases when v < to M and decreases as x increases when v > w^. Since r(v) > g(x) during this phase, {<^} n -i(x n ) = £ M (V n ) > /x/V n + g(x n ) and there is either no solution to (29) or else one solution with v < w^ and one solution with v > u> M in the region x < x n . The former solution does not allow solutions to the remaining key equations. Thus we choose the solution x = jc n _i < x n with V n _i = v(x n -t) > u> M . We make the required calculations by solving the differential equation
In general note that
P. G. Hewlett and J. Cheng [13] and from Lemma 1 in Appendix A.3 we see that for a power phase the expression {<^i}*0O increases as x increases when v > w^ and decreases as x increases when v < u v Since {<^}*(**+i) = £^(V t+1 ) where V k+l = v(x k+l ) > w^ there is at most one solution, x = x k , with v < w^ in the region x < x k+i . In this case
The required calculations are made by solving the differential equation
A similar argument applies for a coast phase but in this case
Finally note that the task of determining k and \x is an iterative process. In the case of level track the key equation (30) and 8 is a small positive number. As S decreases the values of V and W move closer together and the length of each phase decreases. Thus we adjust S until * 0 = 0 is obtained. This means that the distance constraint is satisfied. It is also necessary to satisfy the time constraint. We calculate dx. 1 >T then fx must be increased. If T M < T then /x must be decreased. The whole process is now repeated. On level track it is easy to see that 8 and e are both positive. On non-level track this may not be the case. The solution process will be illustrated with two particular examples.
For the purposes of numerical calculation various standard schemes of approximate calculation can be used. We have normally used our own implementation of an adaptive Runge-Kutta scheme for solution of the various differential equations. It is relatively easy to check the calculations on a PC using a standard package such as MATLAB. [14] Optimal driving strategies for a train on a track with continuously varying gradient 401
Examples
The following examples are based on data obtained from train models used by the Scheduling and Control Group at the University of South Australia. These examples have been used in other papers to illustrate the nature of a journey of optimal type. In this paper our particular aim is to show how the parameters X and /x can be found.
Length is measured in metres and time is measured in seconds. In each example we consider a journey with X = 18000 and T = 1500. We assume that r(u) = a + bv + cv 2 where a = 1.5 x 10~2, b = 3 x 10" 5 and c = 6 x 10~6. We take H = 1.5 and K = 1 and assume only two allowable fuel supply rates with f 0 = 0 and /, = 1. We seek a strategy of optimal type with an initial power phase, an approximate speedhold phase with nine coast-power pairs, a semi-final coast phase and a final brake phase. For each x e [0, X] we take g(x) = ax(X -2x)(X -x) where a is a constant. Outside the interval [0, X] we assume g(x) = 0. We consider two examples. When a = 0 the track is flat. When a = (-2) x 10~1 4 the track passes over a small hill. Note that the gradient in this case is so small that the track would appear flat to the naked eye. In fact the height of the track is determined by the formula
and so when a = (-2) x 10~1 4 it is clear that \h(x)\ < 6.7 for all x. Thus there is a rise and fall of less than 6.7 metres in a total distance of 18 kilometres. 
Level track
we calculate w^ % 12.796 and hence find X esl = E^w^J+0.000001 % 0.018716. By solving the key equations for these parameter values we obtain the results given in Table 1 . Since x 0 = 8531.904 > 0 the distance travelled is too small and we must increase A. est . We choose 8 = 0.000006 to give X esl % 0.018721. By solving the key equations for the increased value of X^ we obtain the results given in Table 2 . Although *o = 2962.619 > 0 and we have still not travelled far enough, we can now see that t 0 < 0 and hence the time taken is too long. Thus the hold speed is too low and consequently we must increase the value of/i. es t-We choose e = 0.015 and retain 8 = 0.000006. This gives fi at % 0.040056, A. est % 0.019457 and w^ % 14.156. By solving the key equations we obtain the results given in Table 3 . Once again we observe that the distance travelled is too small and so once again we must increase k est . By repeating this procedure the correct parameter values \x « 0.058577 and k «* 0.020680 are eventually obtained. We now have w^ % 16.170 and solving the key equations gives the appropriate strategy of optimal type. The results are given in Table 4 Table 4   Tables 3 and 4 8.2. A small hill In this case a = (-2) x 10~1 4 . As before X/T = 12 and we choose e = 0.04 and S = -0.006. Thus //,«, = 12 2 x r'(l2) + 0.04 = 0.065056. [16] Optimal driving strategies for a train on a track with continuously varying gradient Now we solve the equation
to calculate w^ as 16.772 and hence find X est = £ M o I ( u O -0.006 as 0.015070. By solving the key equations for these parameter values we obtain the results given in Table 5 . Since the distance travelled is too large we must decrease X^. We eventually choose 8 = -0.0061938 to give X est as 0.014876. By solving the key equations for the decreased value of X es , we obtain the results given in Table 6 . Since we have taken too long, but not travelled far enough, the hold speed is too low. Therefore we must increase the value of n^t-We now choose e = 0.07. By eventually choosing S = -0.0065158 we obtain /x est as 0.095056 and X est as 0.016223. Therefore u) Mesl as 19.135 and solving the key equations gives the results shown in Table 7 .
Since we have travelled too far, but have not used all of the available time, the hold speed is now too high and consequently fi est must be decreased. By continuing in this way we converge to the correct parameter values fx as 0.090879 and X as 0.016021. We now have u> M as 18.839 and solving the key equations gives the appropriate strategy of optimal type. The results are shown in Table 8 . Table 5  Table 6 Tables 5 and 6
Conclusion
The Scheduling and Control Group at the University of South Australia have shown that application of optimal control methods can be used to save fuel on trains by supplying advice to drivers about energy-efficient driving strategies. This paper is part Tables 7 and 8   Table 8 of a long term project that began some ten years ago and has resulted in development of the Metromiser and Cruisemiser systems for metropolitan and long-haul freight trains respectively. ( 6 6 ) PROOF. We write V,(A) = f A (x) and use the notation A / 0 0 = /ACO -/oM-Now We will normally rewrite the result of Corollary 2 in a more convenient form. From the formula
we have, by formal manipulation, where the right hand side is strictly defined by (73) above. 
and in similar fashion
By combining these two equations it follows that 
Since we also have CIVVH = F n (x n+l ,e) ( 8 2 ) and, using the results of Appendix A.I,
( 8 3 )
for h < n, it follows that -^ = (-1) 11 + -1 + " " M e~@" | • (84) 3?/, I L F n (x n ,V n )j J Since (84) is independent of e it will also be true when V n+) = 0. In this context it is pertinent to observe that Sl n remains well defined by the formula 1 dg(x) (85) F n (x, v(x) ) when V n+1 = 0. In general, for h < n we have Hence, using integration by parts and the appropriate definition to show that it follows that 3r nH F n (x n ,v n )jy n ( 9 3 ) Since (93) is independent of e it will also be true when V n+1 = 0. By an inductive process applied to (93) it now follows that ) \W n e \-
In general, for h < n, a similar argument shows that and for h < k + 1 < n that 3|* V 4+1 V, F t (jc t ,Vi)JLV» +I % [22] Optimal driving strategies for a train on a track with continuously varying gradient from which it follows again by an inductive argument that 409 (97)
Although the derivation is more difficult it should be noted that the formulae of this section have essentially the same form as the corresponding formulae obtained by Howlett [9, 10] .
A.3 An elementary result
In solving the key equations we use the following lemma with <p(v) = vr (v) . In this case it is easily seen that w^ satisfies the equation 
